INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Model: CB1800; CB1802PSX
Fixture Family: GIG
Document Description: Installation Instructions for GIG Series Luminaires

SPECIAL NOTE:
INSTRUCTION PACKET HAS MULTIPLE PAGES,
READ CAREFULLY AS INSTRUCTIONS MAY DIFFER
DEPENDING ON OPTIONS ORDERED.

When using electrical equipment, basic safety precautions should always be followed, including the following:

- Read all instructions carefully before installing and save for future use.
- Make sure all connections are in accordance with the National Electrical Code and local regulations.
- To avoid possible electric shock, be sure the power supply is turned off before servicing or installing the fixture.
- Service should be performed by qualified personnel.
- These instructions may not cover all details or variations. If additional information is needed, please contact Visa Lighting.
STANDARD INSTALLATION

Instructions

1. Make electrical connections according to NEC and local regulations.
2. Attach mounting plate to junction box (by others), using junction box screws (2) provided. Ensure wall gasket is seated underneath mounting plate and is not pinched or crooked.
3. Align Gig housing with mounting plate using the hook and slot feature. Hook gasket must be installed and seated correctly for proper installation.
4. Secure Gig housing to mounting plate with housing screws (2) provided. The Nylon Isolation Washers are required for the Touch Dimming option to properly operate.

NOTE:
Ingress protection for fixture is from the outside only. Gig is not sealed from the junction box or wall cavity. Wall gasket must be installed on a smooth flat surface. Caulking around the housing may be necessary if the wall surface is not smooth.

WIRING

When using electrical equipment, basic safety precautions should always be followed, including the following:
• Read all instructions carefully before installing and save for future use.
• Make sure all connections are in accordance with the National Electrical Code and local regulations.
• To avoid possible electric shock, be sure the power supply is turned off before servicing or installing the fixture.
• Service should be performed by qualified personnel.
• These instructions may not cover all details or variations. If additional information is needed, please contact Visa Lighting.
ROUGH SERVICE INSTALLATION (BH1)

Instructions

1. Attach BH1 MOUNT to structure through junction box using #8 or #10 screws (by others). BH1 INSTALL TEMPLATE provided for hole alignment only, remove after BH1 MOUNT is secure.
2. Make electrical connections according to NEC and local regulations.
3. Attach mounting plate to junction box using 1/4-20 screws (2) provided. Ensure wall gasket is seated underneath mounting plate and is not pinched or crooked.
4. For rough service applications #8 supplemental screw (by others) is recommended. See facility manager as they may require Pick-Proof caulk for certain circumstances.
5. Align Gig housing with mounting plate using the hook and slot feature. Hook gasket must be installed and seated correctly for proper installation.
6. Secure Gig housing to mounting plate with housing fasteners (2) provided. The Nylon Isolation Washers are required for the Touch Dimming option to properly operate.

NOTE:
Ingress protection for fixture is from the outside only. Gig is not sealed from the junction box or wall cavity. Wall gasket must be installed on a smooth flat surface. Caulking around the housing may be necessary if the wall surface is not smooth.

When using electrical equipment, basic safety precautions should always be followed, including the following:
• Read all instructions carefully before installing and save for future use.
• Make sure all connections are in accordance with the National Electrical Code and local regulations.
• To avoid possible electric shock, be sure the power supply is turned off before servicing or installing the fixture.
• Service should be performed by qualified personnel.
• These instructions may not cover all details or variations. If additional information is needed, please contact Visa Lighting.